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Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko, (U

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Lee Marshall

~pdok~ £), C)-OO
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June 18, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live Within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be-done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Jeannette Lovetri

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO'"
2928 02/11 @ Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. C)2011 CREDO

more than a network.CRED0J a movement.



Marcy Arlin
44 Douglass St # 2
Brooklyn, NY 11231-4714 Citizen Letter

June 18, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC- 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami'in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushiima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely.. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Marcy Arlin

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO'
2928 02/11 1Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

more than a network.CREDO armovemnent.



Stacey Murphy
116 Eastern Heights Dr
Ithaca, NY 14850-6302 Citizen Letter
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June 18, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Stacey Murphy

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO"
2928 02/11 0 Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

Cmore than a network.CREDO J a movemnent.



Esther R Horne
350 W 24TH St Apt 7H
New York, NY 10011-2226 Citizen Letter
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June 18, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around. Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

S i ncere I y,

Esther R Horne

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO'"
2928 02/11 9 Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. V2011 CREDO IEmore than a network.

CREDO' a movement.



Klaus Proemm
14 Harrison St
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June 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's-evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident
people in immediate peril.

at Indian

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Klaus Proemm

CitizwrLetters are a service of CREDO'
2928 02/11 ( Prmnted on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. v2011 CREDO

E O more than a network.CREDO a movement.



Joseph G. Moore
315 W 70TH St Apt 5H
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June 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands immediate attention. Any accident
Point would put millions of people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Joseph G. Moore

at Indian

CitizeWetters are a service of CREDO"
2928 02/11 0 Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. (.,2011 CREDO

CDmare. than a network.CREDO a movement.



Julia Winston Adams
31 Howard St
Sag Harbor, NY 11963-3054 Citizen Letterm
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June 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Julia Winston Adams

CitizeoLetters are a service of CREDO"
2928 02/11 E Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

C E O more than a network.CREDO a movement.



Megan Scanlon
429 E 65TH St Apt 12
New York, NY 10065-6981 Citizen Lettern
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June 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
Point would put millions of people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Megan Scanlon

CitizaLetters are a service of CREDO0
2928 02/11 0 Printed on chlorine-free. 160% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

CRED amore than a network.CRED0 1a movement.



Patricia Dowds
250 S Snedecor Ave
Bayport,.NY 11705-2135 Citizen Lettern
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June 21, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people livewithin 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around.Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? 'It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Patricia Dowds

CitizeiLetters are a service of CREDO"
2928 02/11 1 Printed on chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

more then a network.CREDO I a movement.



Margaret Lindsey
135 Klink Rd
Rochester, NY 14625-1711 Citizen Letter
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June 21, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event'of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Margaret Lindsey

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO'
2928 02/11 E Printed on chlorine-free. 100% post-consumer recycled paper. C,2011 CREDO

CRED a more than a network.CREDO ýarmovemnent.



Astrid Nordness
16 Vision Path
West Shokan, NY 12494-5022 Citizen Lettern
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June 21, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
people in immediate'peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Astrid Nordness

CitizenLetters are a service of CREDO"
2928 02/'11 @ Printed on chlorIne-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. _,2011 CREDO

CO more than a network.CREDO armovement.



Linda Zeito
208 2ND St
Ithaca, NY 14850-3451 Citizen Lettern
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June 22, 2011

Chairman Gregory Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.
Mail Stop 0-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Chairman Gregory Jaczko,

The earthquake and tsunami in Japan -- and subsequent meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear facility -- are a worrying reminder of the threat
posed by all nuclear power plants, particularly by the aging fleet of
reactors in the U.S.

A prime example: the Indian Point plant in Buchanan, N.Y., which
your own commission has classified as the U.S. plant most vulnerable to
meltdown caused by an earthquake.

I'm writing to demand that you take immediate action to shut down
Indian Point and protect the lives of local residents.

As you know, 20 million people live within 50 miles of Indian
Point -- the same radius around Fukushima that was quickly evacuated
after the disaster there. Could the same quick evacuation be done in the
event of a problem at Indian Point? It's unlikely. FEMA has called the
plant's evacuation plan "unworkable."

11

This situation demands
Point would put millions of

immediate attention. Any accident at Indian
people in immediate peril.

Please let me know how you intend to address this issue.

Sincerely,

Linda Zeito

CitimmLetters are a service of CREDO7
2928 02/11 @Printed on Chlorine-free, 100% post-consumer recycled paper. 02011 CREDO

more than a network.CREDO I a movement.


